
 

As we all know, GI Joe is one of the most iconic figures in American pop culture. It’s a classic movie released originally in 2009 and later on was renamed to G.I.Joe: Rise of Cobra because it had a sequel and another prequel and also did well at the box office back then. The latest film, which was released in 2013 by Paramount, is set during the Vietnam War where G.I Joe soldiers train for combat
missions against terrorism with other special functions like weapons engineering and surveillance operations along with many other characters like Scarlett who’s played by Channing Tatum (known for 21 Jump Street). The movie had a budget of $130 million and had a worldwide gross of $375 million. The story revolves around Duke, played by Sienna Miller, who is part of the G.I Joe military
training program where they are trained to fight against terrorism all over the world. They also get deployed for many different missions like saving the president of Kenya from terrorists, finding out about Destro’s agenda etc… A special unit is set up with people like Jinx, Lady Jaye and Flint to capture Cobra Commander in Pakistan where there is a black market in nuclear warheads and many other
dangerous stuff and they also capture Storm Shadow in their operations. Storm Shadow and Snake Eyes were in a mission where they had to kidnap a scientist in order to get information about the warheads and also save his daughter and in the process Storm Shadow betrays Cobra Commander. When he comes back, he finds out that Zartan has taken over Cobra Commander’s position and he’s trying
to create a world war because that would help Zartan get money through weapons. Zartan is selling all kinds of weapons to the highest bidder and G.I Joe decides to take him down by abducting his arms dealer Paris but when they try to do it, they find out that Paris is actually Fred J. Dukes who thinks that he’s Paris so G. I Joe has to kidnap Paris too. G.I Joe fights Cobra forces in various parts of the
world like the Middle East where they capture Zartan, Destro and Firefly (who’s actually Duke’s sister) and they also find out that Storm Shadow has hired Scarface to take them down by having an all-out war. After this, everyone is trying to make a deal involving bombs all over the world like in Berlin, China, Russia etc… So G.I Joe takes down all these threats and then Cobra Commander challenges
them to battle for Earth itself where they fight on the White House lawn with global nuclear warheads that are locked up by President Garrison who’s played by Richard T. Jones. They find out that the warheads are actually fake and Cobra Commander had planted them there to provoke a war but Duke takes them down with anti-aircraft gun fire. They arrest Zartan, Storm Shadow, Cobra Commander
and all the other members of Cobra except for Firefly who escaped them into space. With the success of their mission, G.
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